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Abstract. The paper deals with the problems of cloud
computing applied for industrial applicationson the
ground of practical experiences in certain manufactur-
ing corporation. The main part of paperis orientated
to proposal of the numerical model on the base of In-
frastructure as a Service (IaaS) and its mathematical
description. In addition the model has been extended
to include the requirements of mission critical systems
with real time behaviour and fail-safe features. The
models were realised via virtualisation software Hy-
pervisor which creates a group of available virtual re-
sources through physical infrastructure, which can be
offered to customers. Proposal solution enables to cre-
ate a proper sizeof cloud infrastructure for hardware
provisioning according to customer requirements.
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1. Introduction

Cloud computing is a modern term applied to large
hosted datacenters that offer various computational
services on a "utility" basis [1], [2]. The general un-
derstanding of cloud computing is related to an on-
demand service model by which various different re-
sources (hardware, software, and services) are delivered
over the network. This networkcould be the intranet of
a company or the internet when the service is ordered
from an external provider [2], [3]. The resources in-
volved in cloud computing primarily are computational

resources (e.g. server, storage, network, software), and
they are primarily provided as services for the users
according to defined rules [4], [5]. Currently, there are
three possible cloud service layers that can be used in
combination to build a full end-to-end cloud.

• Software as a Service (SaaS) - offers an application
on demand over the network.

• Platform as a Service (PaaS) - providers a com-
plete development platform including the neces-
sary built-in services, such the databases and the
middle-ware on demand over the network.

• Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) - a service which
is offering the hardware and the software compo-
nents, such as computers and the storage systems.

A cloud may be hosted by an enterprise or a service
provider and to provide services to the clients repre-
sented by PCs, tablets andsmartphones. Datacenters
can be distributed geographically to achieve higher re-
dundancy and service independency on physical loca-
tion of physical host systems. There are three deploy-
ment models defined for cloud computing [6]:

• Public Cloud - that is available to clients from a
third party service provider via the Internet.

• Private Cloud - implemented internallywithin the
company or organization and its private network.

• Hybrid Cloud - a combination of public and pri-
vate cloud.
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2. Approach on the Base of
IaaS Service Layer

This service layer delivers computer infrastructure
(typically hardware, storage, servers and data center
space or even network components to customer). It
may include basic software within provided infrastruc-
ture. IaaS enables users to self-provision these re-
sources in order to run own platforms and applications.
It is also known as Hardware as a Service (HaaS).
However more advanced services can be provided on
the same infrastructure as well such as database and
WEB provisioning (PaaS) or even selected applications
(SaaS) as it is shown in Fig. 1. Generally there are sev-
eral options for providing IT infrastructure via Cloud.
The most commonly used method is hardware virtual-
ization. Virtualization is based on a common network
infrastructure and physical servers (hosts) that can be
installed in various locations and facilities. This in-
frastructurewith help of virtualization software called
hypervisor creates a group of available virtual resources
which can be used through so called virtual machines
(VM). It is up to a customer which an operation system
and applications are installed on provided VM.

Fig. 1: Solution of service layers of cloud computing.

3. Model Realisation and its
Mathematical Description

Virtual Machine can represent a logical server or desk-
top object which simulatesa logical hardware object
thatbehaves exactly like a physical computer or a stor-
age. It has its own "Virtual" Processor unit (VP),
Virtual memory RAM (VRAM), Virtual Network In-

terface Card (VNIC) and virtual hard disk (VFS) and
runs as an isolated operating system installation on
shared hardware, called a host. The process of virtu-
alization works by inserting "hypervisor", directly into
the computer hardware. Remote workstations (PCs,
thin-clients, workstations) can access to virtual ma-
chines via terminal software with selected protocol for
example Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) [7].The pro-
posed model of IaaS is shown in Fig. 2. Host servers
provide their physical hardware resources which are
mapped by Hypervisor to virtual resources. Virtual re-
sources are assigned to defined virtual machines VMs
consisting one or more virtual processors, requested
amount of RAM, disk space and virtual network card.
The hardware sizing for needed VM resources must
be in a correlation with available physical resources of
the host computers. The correct configuration of host
servers is a prerequisite for implementation of server
virtualization in IaaS. Based on the provided model
we can define the following parameters:

• Nhosts - number of physical servers,

• NhostsVP - number of physical servers as to VPro-
cessors,

• NhostsVRAM - number of physical servers as to
VRAM,

• NµP - number of processors in host (sockets),

• NCores - number of cores per processor,

• VPij - virtual processor of VM,

• RAMhost - RAM size in Hosts (GB),

• RAM - RAM size needed for host itself (GB),

• n - number of VMs,

• m - number of virtual processors per VM,

• VFSi - size of requested virtual file systems,

• FS - requested file system for physical host itself
(GB) or overall size of file systems connected to
hosts (GB).

The number of physical host servers is most signifi-
cant design parameter for IaaS. It can be defined by:

NhostsVP =

n∑
i=1

mi∑
j=1

VPij

NCores ·NµP
, (1)

or amount of virtual memory by all requested virtual
machines,

NhostsVRAM =

n∑
i=1

VRAMi

RAMhost −∆RAM
. (2)
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Fig. 2: Proposed model of cloud computing on the base of IaaS.

The final result is calculated as a maximum from
parameters NhostsVP and NhostsVRAM but has to be
rounded to the nearest higher value:

Nhosts => max {NhostsVP , NhostsVRAM} . (3)

In addition to the requested amount of the physical
host servers a size of file system is also needed for
proper setting of overall IaaS infrastructure. It has
to be calculated according to:

FS =

n∑
i=1

VFSi + ∆FS×Nhosts. (4)

The proposed model can be used for calculation of the
number of requested host computers with associated
amount of file space. This calculation enables configu-
ration of IaaS service provisioning for generic applica-
tions.

4. Extended Model
Realisation for Fail-Safe and
Real Time Support

In case of need to support mission critical systems in
cloud environment,generally, there are two critical re-
quirements that have to be considered supported for
hardware provisioning via Cloud Computing and IaaS:

• Support of Fail-Safe operation (for safety-related
applications) [8], [9].

• Real time features.

4.1. Proposal of Assurance for
Fail-Safe Support

In case of a failure of host computer all the hosted vir-
tual machines are affected in the same time. It would
mean that the service is significantly affected and re-
quired hardware is not provided to cloud subscribers
until host is recovered and reachable again. This be-
havior cannot be accepted by any mission critical sys-
tem [10]. Therefore it is a nature feature of the Cloud
Computing that the service delivery is independent on
the physical position of a hardware component within
the cloud. Switching of the virtual machines between
different host systems is allowed. In case of a failure of
a host computer all the virtual machines have to be au-
tomatically moved and restarted on a different physical
host server. The switching of VM machines between
the host systems is managed by dedicated virtualiza-
tion software. However, the common data store with
all VM server snapshots has to be available to enable
process with fail-over procedure. The described feature
is illustrated in Fig. 3, where virtual machine VM1 has
been broken and virtualization management software
has initiated the fail-over procedure with restart of
VM1 server on different physical server. This situation
would remain till the original server is again brought
to production state and VM1 can migrate back to the
former host. This approach shall be reflected in pre-
viously proposed model. It means that number of the
physical servers must be increased with an additional
host server, so that VMs can be redirected to the spare
server in the case of failure of any of host computers.
Therefore amount of needed physical servers can be
defined by:

Nhosts => max {NhostsVP , NhostsVRAM}+ 1. (5)

Another option is to provide fail-over operation be-
tween hosts in two independent server rooms. In addi-
tion to the standard switching, the virtualization has
to deal with situation when the data-stores are located
in the different storage systems.

Fig. 3: Extended model for VM machines with Fail-over proce-
dure.

In such case, there is a need to replicate data stores
between data centers with using an additional tech-
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nology, which has to perform switching of data stores
and application data between control rooms in case of
failure in one control room.

4.2. Proposal of Assurance for Real
Time Conditions

The hypervisor layer presents multiple sets of "virtual
hardware" to defined virtual machines. For hardware
virtualization, an additionalvirtualization layer has to
be added between physical hardware and a virtual ma-
chine with dedicated operation system and requested
control application software. The new layer might
cause not only an additional latency, but could sig-
nificantly influence overall response time by compro-
mising requested deterministic framework. Therefore,
we can propose an approach based on a real-time ca-
pable Hypervisor (RTH), as it is illustrated in Fig. 4.
RT hypervisor would have to control assignment of
physical resources (RAM, NIC, µPC) to virtual ma-
chines (VM1,. . . ,VMN) equally in precise time slots,
emulating token based approach among virtual ma-
chines. It means that host resources are assigned to
each VM cyclically. This approach enables determin-
istic response time and real-time behavior. According
to proposed solution, a numerical model can be cre-
ated to evaluate basic interaction of Hypervisor mod-
ule with particular VM servers. Having taken into con-
sideration the request to support real-time properties
by Hypervisor, let us assume that the model can be
represented by finite population queuing model that is
often used for interactive systems [11]. Hypervisor sub-
system consists of queue for centrally managed hard-
ware resources. Each VM server (VMi) interacts with
Hypervisor (HV1) and can be in either an idle status,
without request for resources, or requesting status, or
receiving status. In order to achieve real time proper-
ties, a time-sharing model is suggested. Hypervisor re-
sources are assigned equally among all requesting VM
servers. After solving the first assigned interaction,
Hypervisor serves another interaction in queue.

The performance can be evaluated by service rate
(Sr), which is defined as a performance of Hypervi-
sor (HV) instantly assigned among all interactions for
given physical resource, as defined by:

Sr =
µ

n
, (6)

where:

• Sr - Hypervisor service rate,

• n - number of interaction among Hypervisor and
VMs,

• µ - Hypervisor performance per resource (MIPS).

Fig. 4: Extended model for RT hypervisor.

The proposed numerical model of finite population
queuing system can be expressed by the following equa-
tions:

W =
N · E(s)

ρ
− E(t), (7)

ρ = 1− p0, (8)

λT =
ρ

E(s)
, (9)

p0 =
1

N∑
n=0

N !

(N − n)!
·
(
E[s]

E[t]

)n , (10)

where:

• W - response time of Hypervisor,

• E(s) - service time per VM interaction,

• E(t) - idle time between finished and new interac-
tion,

• N - amount of VM servers,

• % - Hypervisor utilization,

• p0 - probability that Hypervisor is idle,

• λT - throughput in interactions per VM unit time.

The most important parameter, which is used to de-
scribe performance, is overall response time of Hyper-
visor, represented by Eq. (6). It is calculated from as-
signed service time per each interaction E(s), which is
multiplied by number of all VM hosts (N) and divided
by Hypervisor utilization and time to next request for
interaction E(t). Hypervisor utilization is related to
probability that hypervisor is not idle and there are re-
quirements for interactions (n) from possible VM hosts
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(N), based on Eq. (8). Another useful parameter that
represents capabilities of hypervisor is its throughput
(λT ), in interactions per assigned service time for vir-
tual machine.

5. Service Contract for
Provisioning of IT
Infrastructure via IaaS

The demands of customers with respect to the number
of requested virtual machines (client, servers), versions
of operation systems and detailed system parameters
(number of processors, RAM size,. . . ), have to be spec-
ified in form of "Service contract", which is valid for
provided IaaS services of Cloud Computing. Having
defined the models for provisioning of IT infrastructure
from previous chapters, we can apply these results also
fora service contract specification.The proposed service
contract is based on Service scope and Service Level
Agreement (SLA), as shown by Fig. 5.

Fig. 5: Specification of service contract for IaaS.

The service scope is defined by provided infrastruc-
ture objects and their parameters as expressed by equa-
tion Eq. (11). Quality of the service is specified by
key-performance indicators (KPI), which are to be de-
livered and kept during service provision. The system
response time (W ) and throughput (λTi), which is rep-
resented by number of interactions (I/0) per requested
virtual machine (VM), are proposed as typical KPIs of
SLA.

ψSC = {VMi,KPIi} , i = 1, . . . , n, (11)

VMi = {VPij ,VRAM,VFSi} , (12)

KPIi = {Wi, λTi} , (13)

where:

• ψSC - service contract of requested service,

• KPIi service level agreement per service.

6. Obtained Results

The proposed model was applied for verification of
alredy implemented VM infrastructure without consid-

erng the required disk space and service level agree-
ment with KPIs. The simplified model is represented
according to equation Eq. (14).

ψSC = {VMi} , i = 1, . . . , n, (14)

and we can define a service contract just as num-
ber of defined virtual machines (VM = 54) with re-
quired virtual processors (VP = 2) and virtual RAM
(VRAM = 16 GB). The host server infrastructure (e.g.
HP BL 390) is represented by the following parameters:

• NµP = 2,

• NCores = 8,

• RAMhost = 196,

• ∆RAM = 4.

Next parameters were determined according to
Eq. (15) to Eq. (17):

NhostsVP =

n∑
i=1

mi∑
j=1

VPij

NCores ×NµP
=

54 · 2
8 · 2

= 7, (15)

NhostsVRAM =

n∑
i=1

VRAMi

RAMhost −∆RAM
=

=
54 · 16

196− 4
= 5,

(16)

NhostsVRAM = max {NhostsVP , NhostsVRAM}+1 = 8. (17)

After applying the proposed numerical model, pro-
vision of IaaS with 54 virtual machinescan be achieved
by 8 host servers, based on given hardware parame-
ters of host servers and used fail-safe approach (+1
redundant server). In contrast to applied model, the
real implemented host infrastructure, for given speci-
fication, was based on 10 host servers (5 plus 5) that
were installed in two data processing centers, having
a free unused capacity that might be used for future
service extension.

7. Conclusion

The paper dealt with cloud computing and possibilities
to use Infrastructure as a Service for hardware provi-
sioning through hardware virtualization. The model is
based on so called Virtual Machine (VM) representing
logical server object or desktop. The main focus was
paid on creation of the numerical model which is pro-
posed as a tool for a calculation and sizing of physical
infrastructure. The proposed model has been extended
so that the requirements of mission critical systems
such as fail-safe behavior and real-time features could
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be supported as well. This model therefore provides
the required parameters for hardware sizing including
additional hardware components for VM move proce-
dure. Moreover it includes the finite population queu-
ing model to concentrate on overall system through-
put and response time of Virtual machines. The both
models can be used for more detailed analysis of virtu-
alization and its influence to mission critical systems.
However, this is just the first step that is to be ex-
tended with service level agreement model and KPIs.
The simplified model was succesfully verified on exist-
ing host infrastructure where the number of required
physical host servers is very close to the real number
of used servers considering practical reserve for next
extensions.
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